THANK YOU!

Hello

We wanted to send you A BIG THANK YOU for coming out to see us at WOC 2020 in Las Vegas. We had a great time and glad we were able to connect. The response we got regarding the iQ426HEPA Dust Extractor was more than we could ever hope for.

If you'd like more information on the iQ426HEPA, or any of our products, please feel free to contact us at anytime.

Please visit our Events Calendar for more upcoming events.

WORLD CHAMPIONS!

Congratulations to the first ever 3-Time Specmix Bricklayer 500 World Champions. Fred Campbell (Mason) & Tony Shelton (Tender) (Creative Masonry, Greeneville, TN)

Fred and Tony laid 756 bricks to become the first ever 3-time Specmix 500 World Champions. And in addition to taking home a Ford F-250 4x4 truck, $5000 cash prize and a slew of other prizes, iQ Power Tools was proud to present them with the iQMS362 Dry-Cut Dustless Masonry Saw, to add to their existing iQ Power Tools collection, along with an iQ jacket for those cold Tennessee winters.

Congratulations to the Top Craftsman of the Specmix Bricklayer 500. Darian Douthit (Mason) & Andy Zepeda (Tender) (Providence Masonry, Miami, OK)

The Top Craftsman prize went to repeat winner Darian Douthit and Andy Zepeda. This prize goes to the mason whose wall was voted "most sellable" by a 30-judge panel. In addition to taking home a ROXOR Off-Road side-by-side sport utility vehicle, iQ Power Tools was proud to present this year's winners with another iQMS362 Dry-Cut Dustless Masonry Saw and an iQ branded jacket.

From all of us here at iQ Power Tools, a special congratulations to Fred, Tony, Darian and Andy for being the best and using the best.

Click here to view a recording of the 2020 Speckmix Bricklayer 500 on the Specmix website.

Our WOC Tool Lineup

- **iQ2000 Dry Cut Masonry Dust Control**
  - No setting wet brick & block
  - Eliminates slurry & stain finished product
  - Cut inside or outside
  - Fits most conventional 20" & 24" saws

- **iQ1014S Dust Collection System**
  - Eliminates wet cutting problems
  - No slurry or stain on finished product
  - No freeze/thaw problems with cut materials
  - No mud hazards or contaminated soil

- **iQMS362 Dustless Masonry Saw**
  - Brick, pavers, stone & veneer
  - Portable on rough terrain
  - Operates on standard 120v
  - Captures up to 99.5% of silica dust

- **iQ360XR Dust Control Table Saw**
  - No water – 100% dry cutting
  - Collect up to 99.5% of the dust
  - Cut indoors or outdoors
  - OSHA Compliant

- **iQ426HEPA Cyclonic Dust Extractor**
  - 190 CFM of MAX POWER
  - OSHA Compliant for 7" Grinders
  - 4-Stage Filtration (Cyclonic + HEPA)
  - iQ Smart Power Management

- **iQTS244 Dry Cut Tile Saw**
  - Captures 99.5% of dust
  - Integrated Dust Control
  - Q-Drive blade with Cool Cut Technology

CONNECT & SUBSCRIBE

Be sure to connect with us on social media and SUBSCRIBE to our Youtube Channel for more "How To" videos and Product Demos.

About iQ Power Tools

iQ® Power Tools was founded by third generation masons Joel and Paul Guth. We owned and operated successful masonry companies for over 30 years, at times with over 100 employees. Decades of experience taught us about dust problems. It makes a huge mess, it costs a great deal of money, and it's a threat to the health and safety of our industry. We started out building tools to solve our own dust problems, but we realized these problems were affecting all contractors, so we started iQ Power Tools. Today we build smart, tough power tools that eliminate the dust problem. Using iQ®, contractors can clean-cut materials with virtually no dust. For more information, please visit www.iqpowertools.com.
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